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 Getting It Right
 Quotes about Dusty's Emotion in Her Voice
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allherfaces
Administrator

USA
14235 Posts

Posted - 05/10/2008 :  23:06:06    

I'll try to stop pestering everyone with these requests....soon....

but does anyone know offhand where I can find the exact quote of
Dusty saying something like "I guess I do have a lot of emotion in my
voice." 

and/or the Tom Springfield remark that his sister couldn't convey
emotion in her voice? (perhaps made before her solo career)

I think there is one in DWD where Norma or Mads said D knew exactly
what she was doing with her voice....might use that one too.

With thanks,
N

~You thrill me with a holy kind of bliss. . . .So closer (closer)

ErgoFergo
I’ll try anything

United Kingdom
1047 Posts

Posted - 06/10/2008 :  18:03:46  

This probably isn't very helpful, Nancy, but I recall hearing (or perhaps
I read it) Dusty say something along the lines of "even I'm moved by
my voice sometimes." 
Where did I hear/read it? Maybe it was Full Circle? I shall wrack my
brains this evening.

Vicky
x

allherfaces
Administrator

USA
14235 Posts

Posted - 06/10/2008 :  19:24:37    

Sounds like a great quote for my paper. Let me know if you remember
where it's from. : )

~You thrill me with a holy kind of bliss. . . .So closer (closer)

ErgoFergo
I’ll try anything

United Kingdom
1047 Posts

Posted - 07/10/2008 :  21:23:38  

The quote wasn't in Full Circle, Nancy (I've just watched it). I'm sure
she said it, though - it was probably on something I've seen on You
Tube recently. I *will* find it - it's killing me!.

The Norma quote from DWD is:

"She would know when the emotion would drop off and that's when
she'd stop and start again. The emotion and the tone had to mesh.
People said that she didn't know her own ability, how good she was.
She knew her own ability all right, that's why it had to be perfect. She
knew how to ride that rive better than any other raft in the business." 
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P110 in my copy (the 2000 edition)

Vicky
x

memphisinlondon
Where am I going?

United Kingdom
3565 Posts

Posted - 07/10/2008 :  22:39:54  

That's a great quote, Vicky. And from Norma too. I'm going to have to
read DWD again. It's turning out to be one of the best reference books
on Dusty - because important people in her life contributed to it.
Maybe they got scared off by the initial very negative reaction but I
hope they'll contribute again one day.

Memphis
Ever since we met...

allherfaces
Administrator

USA
14235 Posts

Posted - 07/10/2008 :  22:58:17    

Thanks for your help, folks. I'll be working on this project for at least
another month, so 'don't forget about me.'

Yes, Vicky, that was exactly the Norma quote I was talking about--
thanks. I was pulling some other quotes out of DWD yesterday but
didn't see that one.

Prob for me with a lot of Dusty books is the lack of indexing. There will
be indexings to ppl's names but just to general ideas, no not
necessarily. Indexing is a bear, though.

~You thrill me with a holy kind of bliss. . . .So closer (closer)

paula
Moderator

USA
5012 Posts

Posted - 08/10/2008 :  02:54:44  

I agree, that is a great line from Norma that you found Vicky.

paula x
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